It is to this end we arranged a Microscopic Workshop with a very inexpensive microscope (The Foldscope) [1] . This enabled us to give a Foldscope to each student who came to our Workshop. They assembled the Foldscopes themselves and used them to observe the specimens provided. After the workshop they took it home to make their own observations. Morgan Students at the Undergraduate and Graduate levels served as facilitators and helped the students with scope construction and specimen observation. We trained Morgan Undergraduate and Graduates in the construction and use of the Foldscope. These students then in turn mentored the Workshop attendees. This experience will enable them to serve effectively as facilitators within Morgan's Community outreach in STEM. The workshop included six steps and students were allowed to participate in some or all steps. Most participated in all of them. The description of the steps is given below. The Baltimore area is fortunate to have many science groups that permit student involvement. Some of these groups are known for promoting the concept of "Citizen Scientist". We sought out these different programs, listed, and summarized how the microscope may be a useful extension research tool in each program.
The MORGAN STATE UNIVERSITY STEM EXPO was organized by the Center for Excellence in Mathematics and Science Education (CEMSE) at Morgan State University. It hosted a number of schools in the Baltimore area.
Steps in the Workshop presentation: we explained to the students, "Today you will learn by participating in 6 important steps: 1) Microscope assembly (Foldscope website with instructions for assembly: https://www.foldscope.com/), 2) finding specimens to observe on the microscope, 3) making microscope slides to view, 4) taking cell phone pictures of your specimens, 5) communicate your information to friends, relatives, teachers, and workshop faculty and 6) talk about the student micrographs.
"These steps will give you experience with the monocular microscope. While this scope has only one lens, it is powerful with a magnification of 140X and 2 micron resolution. This allows you to examine the microscopic world and see single and multicellular organisms. Because the scope can visualize the cell (the fundamental unit of life) you can ask many questions".
Pre-Workshop preparation of training the Team: before the EXPO, Morgan Graduate students and undergraduates were trained and practiced the construction of the Foldscope. They also gained experience by using them to view a number of samples. They were then able to instruct students in the construction of the Foldscopes and in viewing slides at the workshop. The above six steps formed stations which had the needed supplies. The mentors were present to assist in the microscopic observations and image capture. The students were the encouraged to compare and discuss their observations. Over all reception of the Workshop approach was very enthusiastic [4].
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